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1. Executive Summary
In the UK, motorists caught committing an offence

•

Enabling people to identify the benefits of
complying with speed limits;

•

Improving knowledge of speed limits and skills in
identifying different speed limit areas;

•

Increasing awareness of the importance of
hazard perception skills;

•

Enabling people to recognise personal
responsibility for their speed choice;

•

Helping people to identify and overcome their
barriers to driving at an appropriate speed within
the speed limit.

can, if certain criteria are met, be diverted from
prosecution and given the opportunity to attend a
behaviour change course: the National Speed
Awareness Course. The organisation responsible for
developing, licensing and maintaining the quality of
these courses is NDORS – the National Driver
Offender Retraining Scheme. NDORS agreed to
support EASST in developing and delivering a pilot
Speed Awareness Course in Moldova. This was the
first time that NDORS has approved delivery of its

It targets three different types of speeding motorists:

courses outside the UK.

•

Those who didn’t know they were speeding, for
example they didn’t notice the speed at which
they were travelling or they didn’t know the speed
limit.

•

Those who knew they were speeding but thought
that it was at such a low level it was not “real”
speeding or that it wouldn’t make any difference.

•

Those who speed more often and take a few
risks but believe they are skilled and so their
speeding is safe.

The support of the US Embassy in Moldova, the EU
TRACECA Road Safety II Programme, the Moldovan
Ministry for Internal Affairs, NDORS and EASST
enabled this pilot programme to take place. The head
of the NDORS course development unit, Dr Fiona
Fylan, worked with EASST and their partner, the
Automobile Club of Moldova, and with the IT Service
of the Ministry of Internal Affairs in Moldova to
develop the course and train people to deliver it. The

The course is designed to take people on a journey

first stage of the pilot was to undertake research with

that shows them why it is not safe to speed; the

speeding drivers in Moldova to explore their driving

potential consequences to them and others if they

behaviour, their beliefs about speeding and their

speed; and that without concentrating it is easy to

barriers to driving within the speed limit. This

miss hazards. This aims to motivate them to comply

provided evidence on how the UK course should be

with speed limits.

changed to effectively target speeding in Moldova
based on Moldovan attitudes. A draft course was

Dr Fylan and Emma MacLennan from EASST visited

then prepared.

Moldova in April 2016 to make final changes to the
course and to train the trainers who would deliver the

The Moldova speed awareness course is delivered in

course to speeding motorists in Moldova. Sixteen

a training room to up to 24 clients. It lasts for three

trainers took part in at least one of the training

hours and is delivered by two trainers. The course

sessions. Once the training was complete, three pilot

aims to: Make our community safer by helping

speed awareness courses were delivered. Ten

people to drive at an appropriate speed within the

Moldovan trainers took part in the pilot and all

speed limit. The course does so by:

successfully demonstrated their competence to

•

deliver the course.

Increasing understanding of the consequences of
speeding;
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The course evaluation provided evidence of its

safety, make them speed less often, and make them

effectiveness. After taking the cours, clients reported

a safer driver.

a statistically significant decrease in how difficult it
will be to avoid speeding and how often they will

The pilot course was well received by the IT Service

speed in the future. They reported a statistically

of the Ministry of Internal Affairs of Moldova, who are

significant increase in how wrong it is to speed.

now submitting a proposal to Government to amend

Results also showed a statistically significant

local legislation in order to deliver the course more

decrease in how many advantages clients report

widely. We have made a series of recommendations

from speeding, as well as a statistically significant

about making the Moldova speed awareness course

increase in the disadvantages they see. Clients

sustainable and about how future training events in

attending the course found it interesting, relevant and

other countries should be run.

useful, and reported that it would improve community
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2. Background
This project has grown from the EU TRACECA Road Safety II project, bringing together governments and civil
society to actively promote the safety and security of road users, the public, property, and the environment within
the Europe-Caucasus-Asia region’s transport corridor. The TRACECA programme is an important vehicle for
improved road safety within the region, and underpins “an integrated approach to road safety, including
infrastructure as well as people and behaviour,” outlined in the European Union’s action plan “Towards a European
road safety area” (EU, 2010). Since 2011, beneficiary countries have worked together to implement the TRACECA
Regional Road Safety Action Plan, developing road safety solutions at both a regional and local level (EU, 2012).
Led by the Global Road Safety Partnership (GRSP), the Regional Road Safety Action Plan outlines a suite of
initiatives to build government and civil society stakeholders’ capacity, promote long-term and sustainable
partnership and knowledge sharing, and increase collaboration and cooperation within the Eastern Europe,
Caucasus, and Central Asia sub-regions. The project is funded by the European Union and involves 10 member
states within the region. The GRSP implements the project activities working in close partnership with EASST, Red
Cross and Red Crescent societies and road safety civil society organizations in the beneficiary countries.
Among the goals set by the EU for the TRACECA Road Safety programme was the objective of changing attitudes
to road safety through implementation of a pilot scheme supporting the introduction of driver rectification courses to
1

test the concept and acceptance by the public. As part of their partnership with the GRSP, this task was
undertaken by EASST, who had already been approached by the Moldovan IT Service for their assistance in
developing such a scheme.
Support from the US Embassy Moldova has been critical to enabling the project to take place. The US Embassy
has prioritized police reform and, in particular, effective law enforcement in its work in Moldova. Thanks to
Embassy support, two study visits to the UK took place in April 2014 and March 2015, allowing the Moldovan
Police IT Service to learn at first hand about the success of driver offender rectification in the UK. These study
visits were organized by EASST, and focused not only on the operation of Speed Awareness courses but also on
the necessary back-office and administrative procedures required as well as the legal framework for driver
rectification courses. Agendas of these study visits are attached in an appendix to this report.

2

EASST – the Eastern Alliance for Safe and Sustainable Transport – is an independent UK-registered charity whose
mission is to save lives and prevent injuries by making road transport safer, greener and more sustainable for
future generations. Since its establishment in 2009, EASST has built a vibrant network of NGOs across Eastern
Europe, the South Caucasus and Central Asia - contributing to significant reforms in the region and to the UN
Decade of Action for Road Safety. EASST’s partner in Moldova, the Automobile Club of Moldova, played a key role
in the success and viability of this project.

1

EU ‘Implementation of the Regional Road Safety Action Plan for the neighbourhood easst and Central Asian Countries,’
Annex I, CRIS: ENPI/2012/23800 p.6
2
See too: http://www.easst.co.uk/news/news/501

A most vital prerequisite to this project has been the support of the National Driver Offender Retraining Scheme
(NDORS). NDORS is the property of the Association of Chief Police Officers in the UK and Crown Prosecution
Service. It is governed by a Governance Group who, following a request from EASST, generously allowed their
intellectual property, invested in developing the UK course over decades, to be donated to this pilot project. This
project has been a gift from UK policing to their Moldovan colleagues.
The UK NDORS scheme has developed over the past 18 years and has steadily improved with the assistance of
road safety experts and educational psychologists. Dr Fiona Fylan, chief advisor to this pilot project, has been the
key architect of the scheme in recent years, and her input has contributed to its success. More than one million
motorists in the UK have been through the course. In 2012 NDORS won the Premier Award in the Prince Michael
International Road Safety Awards for its important role in influencing the attitudes of driver offenders in the UK.
The aim of this pilot project has been to test whether similar courses would assist law enforcement in Moldova,
where driver attitudes, circumstances and the road climate are very different. Results of the pilot are set out below.

3. Research to inform the course
While the UK national speed awareness course has been running successfully in the UK for many years, this does
not mean that the same course would be effective in Moldova. It was first necessary to understand the beliefs
people in Moldova have about speeding, their social norms around speeding, and their barriers to complying with
speed limits. Dr Fylan of Brainbox research, working with the Automobile Club of Moldova, designed a survey to be
administered to motorists caught speeding in Chisinau (Appendix 1). This provided insight into the reasons why
people speed in Moldova and what can be done to change their speeding behaviour.

3.1 Respondents
Members of the public were recruited to take part in the survey by the Moldovan Police IT Service, who administer
Moldova’s system of speed cameras. A total of 198 respondents completed the questionnaire. Most (n=124) were
motorists attending the police station to pay a speeding fine. Some (n=64) were motorists attending for some other
reason. A few (n=10) were motorbike riders. Most respondents (85%) drove a car most often, while 7% rode a
motorcycle, 4% drove a van or truck and 4% drove a bus, minibus or taxi.
More of the sample (75%) were male than female (25%). Most were under the age of 40 (see Table 1). Most (74%)
worked full time, while 9% worked part time, 8% were seeing work and 5% were students. The remaining 4%
looked after the home or were retired.
Few respondents were inexperienced drivers, with over three quarters of the sample having between 3 and 15
years experience, as shown in Table 2.
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Table 1: age distribution of respondents.
17-21

22-25

26-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

71-80

81+

4.6%

21.8%

30.5%

27.9%

10.7%

2.5%

0.5%

0.5%

0

Table 2: How long respondents had been driving since passing their test
Up to 1 year

1-2 years

3-5 years

6-10 years

11-15 years

16-20 years

21+ years

5%

7%

25%

36%

16%

5%

6%

3.2. Beliefs about speeding
Respondents were asked how easy or difficult it is to know the speed limit in the three different speed limit areas,
and also how easy or difficult it would be for them to avoid speeding in the next month. The results are shown in
Figure 1. They indicate that respondents find it easy to both know what the speed limit is and to avoid speeding. Of
the three different speed limit areas, they find it significantly more difficult to identify the speed limit on 20km/h
roads (F (2, 192) = 8.95, p < 0.001) and avoid speeding on those roads (F (2, 194) = 4.11, p = 0.02).

Avoid speeding

Know the speed limit

3.9

20km/h

3.9

3.5

50km/h

3.1

3.6

90km/h

3.4
1

2

3

4

5

6

Extremely easy

7

8

9

Extremely difficult

Figure 1: How easy it is to identify the limit and to drive within it.

Respondents were asked how wrong they thought it would be for them to drive faster than the speed limit in the
next month. This question measures moral norms. They used a scale from 1 to 9 where 1 signifies not at all wrong
and 9 signifies extremely wrong. The results are shown in Table 3. The mean scores were all around 5, indicating
slightly wrong, with no differences between the three road types.
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Table 3: How wrong it would be to speed.
Minimum

Maximum

Mean

SD

In areas where there is a 20km/h limit

1

9

5.1

2.8

In the localities where there is a 50km/h
limit

1

9

5.1

2.7

Outside the localities where there is a
90km/h limit, on national roads

1

9

5

2.7

Respondents were given a list of potential barriers to complying with the speed limit and asked to tick which of
them makes it more difficult for them personally to drive within the speed limit. The percentage agreeing with each
barrier is shown in Table 4.
Table 4: The percentage of respondents identifying each barrier to complying with the speed limit.
When the roads
are quiet
38%

When the speed limit isn’t
clearly signed
46%

When I’m driving in an
unfamiliar area
13%

When other vehicles are
speeding
21%

When I have pressure from
work

When I’m in
a rush

When I’m being
tailgated

When passengers want
me to drive faster

11%

40%

7%

1%

When it’s late at night

When it’s early in the
morning

When it’s hard to keep my
vehicle to a slow speed

When the tachometer in
my vehicle is unreliable

13%

16%

7%

11%

Respondents were given a list of potential positive and negative outcomes of speeding and asked to tick all of
those that apply to them. The percentage agreeing with each positive outcome is shown in Table 4 and each
negative outcome in Table 6.

Table 5: The percentage of respondents identifying each positive outcome of speeding.
No pressure from the car behind

Better fuel economy

Getting there faster

35%

29%

52%

Feeling superior to other drivers

Impressing passengers

10%

9%

Using the car to its full potential
10%

Not holding up other drivers

Getting rid of aggression

It feels exciting

28%

10%

7%
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Table 6: The percentage of respondents identifying each negative outcome of speeding.
More risk of having an accident
More risk of injuring others in an
More risk of you getting injured in
73%
accident
an accident
63%
48%
More risk of damage to vehicles in an
accident

Risk of being caught by the police
or cameras

Risk of losing your licence

31%

33%

Disapproval from passengers

Disapproval from other drivers

Disapproval from the community

7%

6%

9%

Disapproval from my employer

More difficult to detect hazards

It feels less safe

3%

23%

19%

27%

3.3. Speeding behaviour
Respondents were asked what speed they typically drive at in different speed limit areas when they are not held up
by traffic. The results, shown in Table 7, indicate that respondents speed in all three areas, with the mean speed
being around 10km/h more than the limit.
Table 7: Preferred speeds.
Minimum

Maximum

Mean

SD

In areas where there is a 20km/h limit

15

70

32.3

11

In the localities where there is a 50km/h
limit

40

100

58.2

10

Outside the localities where there is a
90km/h limit, on national roads

70

160

106

16

Respondents were asked to categorise themselves into one of the four types of speeding driver previously
identified in the UK (Fylan et al., 2005), described below.

•

I don’t mean to speed. I didn’t know the speed limit, or I didn’t notice the speed I was doing.

•

I’m not a real speeder. I’m a safe driver and I only usually drive a few km/h over the limit.

•

I speed quite often, and I take a few risks, but I’m skilled and I’m not a high-risk drive.

•

I speed quite often and take a lot of risks, and I enjoy the risk. I get a thrill out of driving fast.

We refer to these drivers as: ‘Sleepy, Dopey, Grumpy and Happy.’ The results are shown in Figure 2.
Previous research shows that the final type – those who deliberately take risks and get a thrill out of it – are
predominantly young males. In the Moldova sample there were more males in this category in the 31-40 age group
than there were in the younger groups.
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4%

18%

16%
Sleepy
Dopey
Grumpy
Happy
62%

Figure 2: The percentage of respondents in each category of speeding driver.

Respondents were asked how many penalty points they currently had on their licence for speeding. Most (61%) did
not have any penalty points. The maximum number of points was 12, as shown in Figure 3.

140
120
100
80
60
40
20
0
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Figure 3: How many respondents had different numbers of penalty points on their licence.

Respondents were asked how many times they had been caught speeding in the past three years, and whether
this was 10-20km/h, 20-40km/h or over 40km/h faster than the speed limit. The results are shown below. Most
speeding is at 10-20km/h over the limit, with half of respondents reporting they had never been caught before at
this speed. This increases to 77% at 20-40km/h, and over 90% have never been caught speeding more than
40km/h over the limit.
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Table 8: How many times respondents had been caught speeding in the past 3 years at different speeds
10-20km/h faster than the speed
limit

20-40km/h faster than the speed
limit

Over 40km/h faster than the speed
limit

55.6% never
19.7% once
16.7% 2-3 times
8% more than three times

76.8% never
8.1% once
11.7% 2-3 times
3.4% more than three times

90.4% never
2.5% once
3% 2-3 times
4.1% more than three times

There is a significant correlation between the speed people travel when not held up by traffic and them being fined
for speeding. The faster people travel, the more likely it is that they will have been fined in 20km/h areas r = 0.28.
Very few (9%) respondents reported that they had ever had their licence removed because of receiving the
maximum 15 points allowed under Moldovan law, including one respondent who had been banned from driving
twice.

3.4. Collisions
Most respondents (73.2%) reported no accidents, 19.2% reported one, 3.5% reported two, 3% reported three, and
1% reported more than three.
There is a significant correlation between being fined for speeding and being involved in an accident, and the
strength of the correlation increases the faster people drive:
Speeding at 10-20km/h -

r = 0.15

Speeding at 20-40km/h -

r = 0.26

Speeding above 40km/h -

r = 0.34

There is a significant correlation between the number of penalty points and being involved in an accident, r = 0.16.
There is also a significant correlation between the speed at which people travel when not held up by traffic and
being involved in an accident. The correlation is strongest in 20km/h areas (r = 0.2).

3.5 Conclusions
The survey of Moldovan drivers yielded several results useful to the development of the speed awareness course,
such as the link between speeding and crashes and the link between speeding and being fined in 20km/h areas. It
was vital to ensure the course content targeted the attitudes of Moldovan drivers and speed offenders, with the aim
of changing their beliefs and challenging the reasons for their speeding behaviour. Based on the results of the
survey, course content needed to be adapted to be most relevant.
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Generally the beliefs that need to be changed during the speed awareness course are:
•

Speeding is acceptable when the roads are quiet;

•

Speeding gets you there faster;

•

Other drivers will disapprove of you driving within the speed limit;

•

Speeding doesn’t affect your ability to detect hazards;

•

Speeding doesn’t make it more likely you’ll cause damage to people and vehicles;

•

It doesn’t feel less safe when you speed;

•

Others (passengers, other drivers, community, employers) don’t disapprove of you speeding.

The barriers to driving within the speed limit that need to be overcome during the speed awareness course are:
•

Knowing what the speed limit is when the speed limit isn’t clearly signed;

•

Resisting the urge to speed when the roads are quiet;

•

Resisting the urge to speed when you’re in a rush;

•

Ignoring that other drivers are speeding, including not wanting to hold other drivers up.

The survey uncovered several differences between UK and Moldovan speeders that indicated the NDORS course
needed to be adapted for Moldovan drivers:
1. Speeding because you don’t know the speed limit is less of a problem in Moldova. The course therefore
needs to contain less emphasis on identifying the speed limit.
2. Drivers in Moldova think there is less chance of being caught or fined if they speed than those in the UK.
3. Few drivers in Moldova believe that others (passengers, other drivers, the community, employers)
disapprove of them speeding. Information needs to be included about the impact that speeding has on the
community, and how the community disapproves of speeding.
4. Among Moldovan drivers there are little differences in moral norms (how wrong it would be to speed)
between the different speed limit areas. In the UK people think it is less wrong to speed on 90km/h roads
and more wrong to speed on 50km/h roads.
In addition to adapting the different course modules to reflect these differences in attitude, it was important to alter
the examples and images used in the course to make them relevant to Moldova. This meant including information
on road risk (casualty data) specific to Moldova; highlighting Moldovan legislation on speeding; describing
enforcement and Moldova (including plans for much stricter speed enforcement); and changing images or videos to
reflect Moldovan roads and hazards, particularly in the sections on hazard perception.
The UK course was adapted accordingly. The English version of the adapted course was translated into Romanian
and Russian by the Moldovan Police IT Service.
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4. The Moldova speed awareness course
The speed awareness course is delivered in a training room to up to 24 clients. It lasts for three hours, including a
20-minute break, and is delivered by two trainers. The course aims to make our community safer by helping
people to drive at an appropriate speed within the speed limit.
The course does so by:
•

Increasing understanding of the consequences of speeding;

•

Enabling people to identify the benefits of complying with speed limits;

•

Improving knowledge of speed limits and skills in identifying different speed limit areas;

•

Increasing awareness of the importance of hazard perception skills;

•

Enabling people to recognise personal responsibility for their speed choice;

•

Helping people to identify and overcome their barriers to driving at an appropriate speed within the speed limit.

It is targeted at three different types of speeding motorists:
•

Those who didn’t know they were speeding, for example they didn’t notice the speed at which they were
travelling or they didn’t know the speed limit.

•

Those who knew they were speeding but thought that it was at such a low level it was not “real” speeding
or that it wouldn’t make any difference.

•

Those who speed more often and take a few risks but believe they are skilled and so are a safe driver.

The course is designed to take people on a journey that shows them why it is not safe to speed, the potential
consequences to them and others if they speed, and that without concentrating it is easy to miss hazards. This
aims to motivate them to comply with speed limits.

The course introduction explains to clients what will happen during the course and about what is expected of them.
It includes a short icebreaker activity and it covers venue information. The first module of the course – Facts about
speeding – gives information about the difference a few km/h makes, including stopping distances, and the
proportion of pedestrians killed at different speeds. The second module – Speed limits – ensures clients know what
the speed limit is for different classes of vehicle on different types of road. It covers what the speed limits are,
where to look for speed limit signs and where speed limits tend to change.
The third module – Causes and consequences – includes an exercise on what causes people to speed and leads
to the conclusion that the reasons people have for speeding are just excuses: the individual controls the speed at
which they drive and must take responsibility for their speed choice. Many people speed because they are scared
they will be late and so this section highlights that in urban areas speeding doesn’t actually save much time
because a lot of the time is waiting at traffic lights and at junctions. This module includes an individual and smallgroup activity to explore the consequences of speeding, both in a minor collision and a more serious one in which
somebody is seriously injured.
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The next module – Hazard percepion – is a key part of the course because if people observe more hazards on the
roads they slow down. The module involves a group activity in which clients identify the hazards in a series of
photos and a demonstration of the importance of making a special effort to look out for all other road users.
Throughout this module the reasons for restricting speed limits are made, and the difference between maximum
and appropriate speeds underlined.
The final module is based on clients identifying what makes it more difficut for them to drive at an apporpriate
speed within the speed limit (i.e. their barriers) and what they can do to overcome their barriers. Trainers can give
clients advice about overcoming their barriers: for example practical driving tips, time management tips, and
practical tips to help them identify and stick to appropriate speeds. Trainers remind clients how much they would
regret it if they were to speed and to lose their licence or to injure or kill somebody, and make the point that it’s not
worth the risk. This module finishes with an action plan - an activity in which clients identity what they are going to
do differently in the future.
This course structure is summarised in Figure 4.

Figure 4: Course components

Facts about
speeding

Speed limits

Causes and
consequences

Hazard
perception

Why stops
you?

Casuality
statistics

What are the
limits?

What causes
you to speed?

Detecting
hazards

Overcoming
barriers

Stopping
distances

Identifying the
limit

Consequences
of being caught

We don't see
everything

Practical tips

Consequences
of crashing

Appropriate
speeds

Your choice

Death and
impact speed

Dismissing the
advantages of
speeding

What are you
going to do
differently?

A set of materials was produced for the Moldovan course:
•

Course PowerPoint, including notes for trainers on each slide. This was translated into Romanian and
Russian.

•

A client activity sheet, with space for clients to make notes during individual and group activities.

•

Train-the-trainer slides that provide an overview of the course.

•

A train-the-trainer workbook for use when training the trainers to deliver the course.

•

A pre- and post-course evaluation questionnaire.
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5. Training professionals to deliver the
course
Trainers are pivotal to the effectiveness of the course and so it is essential that they receive the necessary training
to deliver the course as intended. The trainer’s role is to give people information that will change their beliefs about
speeding and to facilitate their discussions, help them gain insight into their speed choice and increase their
motivation to drive at an appropriate speed within the speed limit in the future. The course should be relaxed and
trainers should try to ensure that clients enjoy their time on the course.
Dr Fiona Fylan designed a training event for the Moldovan trainers that aimed to enable them to deliver the course
confidently and competently. The training event ran over three days and trainers attended at least one day of the
event. Most of the trainers were police officers, with one trainer from the Automobile Club of Moldova. All trainers
need to have the core characteristics required to deliver the course successfully. These are:
•

The ability to engage with a group of clients and to facilitate them exploring experiences and beliefs.

•

The ability to challenge attitudes constructively.

•

To be perceived by clients as a credible source of knowledge about safe driving.

•

The ability to “talk around” the slides while retaining the key learning outcomes.

•

The ability to help clients identify and overcome their barriers to driving at an appropriate speed within the
speed limit.

•

The ability to tailor the course materials to the needs of individual clients.

•

The ability to work co-operatively with co-trainers.

Some of the trainers very quickly developed these skills and had a natural aptitude for delivering the course. Others
found this more challenging. Nevertheless, over the training event, all trainers gained an increasingly in-depth
understanding of the course materials and the psychological principles it is based on. They were able to suggest
changes to the course to further adapt it to the needs of Moldovan drivers. The course was changed accordingly,
so that it contained information and examples of direct relevance to the driving situation in Moldova.
The trainers faced several challenges during this event. There had been several changes of personnel since the
start of the project. This meant that only one of the trainers had been part of the UK visits organised by EASST and
so was familiar with the UK speed awareness course and the rationale behind it. As a result many of the trainers
were initially sceptical about the course and did not believe it would work. In addition, they were not entirely
relieved of their day-to-day duties so many were answering telephone calls while they were in the training room,
which detracted from the learning environment. They also had to work over the weekend as a result of wide scale
civil protests in Chisinau, so many were tired and found it difficult to concentrate. Finally, the Romanian slide
translation used very formal language, which made it more difficult for them to present the course in an engaging
way.
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Despite these challenges the trainers gained a good understanding of the course materials over the three training
days and their enthusiasm for the project developed rapidly as they began to understand the psychological
principles underpinning the course.

6. Piloting and evaluating the course
Three Speed Awareness Courses were run during the pilot period. Each course was delivered by four trainers
(rather than the usual two) so that trainers had more opportunity to practise their delivery and felt more involved
during each pilot. Because some officers were called back to work during the training event, not all were able to
deliver during the pilot period. However, ten participants successfully delivered the course and each of these
demonstrated their competence as a Moldova Speed Awareness Course trainer.
The first two courses were attended primarily by trainee police officers. The third was attended by a mix of police
trainees and civilians with a record of speed offending. During the course clients were engaged, and they
participated in the individual and group activities. Over the duration of the three pilots the trainers gained in
confidence and mastered the ability to tailor the course content to the needs of individual clients and to draw on
their own experiences and expertise to answer clients’ questions and to make the course “come alive.” By the end
of the third pilot trainers made the following achievements:

•

Trainers became sufficiently familiar with the course materials to be able to put across the points in their
own words rather than reading from the slides.

•

Trainers were able to relax and enjoy their delivery and so develop a rapport with the clients and with one
another. This increased clients’ engagement with the course and facilitated a learning environment.

•

Trainers learnt to deliver the course so that it was not just about giving facts about speeding but allowing
clients to learn by exploring driving scenarios and discovering why they might speed and what they can do
to prevent speeding in the future.

•

Trainers began to anticipate clients’ questions, comments and answers during each section of the course
and to develop effective responses.

•

Trainers created an environment in which clients felt able to ask questions, express their opinions, and talk
about their experiences. This meant they were able to challenge inappropriate attitudes and provide
information that could change clients’ beliefs about speeding.

•

Trainers began working as a team, supporting one another’s delivery, all answering questions from clients
(rather than relying on the trainer delivering the PowerPoint), and all helping clients with their activities.
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Before and after each course clients completed an anonymous questionnaire that measured their beliefs about
speeding, including the advantages and disadvantages of speeding and how wrong they believe it is to speed, and
their intentions to speed in the future. After the course they were also asked what they thought of the course and
whether it will make them speed less often, make them a safer driver, and improve community safety. Their
responses were analysed and demonstrate the following outcomes of the course.

•

There is a statistically significant decrease in how difficult clients report it will be to avoid speeding (t (31) =
1.76, p=0.04).

•

There is statistically significant decrease in how often clients report they will speed in the future (t (30) =
2.04, p=0.03).

•

There is statistically significant increase in how wrong clients report it is to speed (t (30) = -2.84, p=0.005).

•

There is a statistically significant decrease in how many advantages clients report from speeding (t (30) =
3.24, p=0.002) and a statistically significant increase in the disadvantages (t (30) = -4.34, p<0.001). This is
shown in Figure 5.
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Disadvantages

Figure 5: Clients’ perceptions of the advantages and disadvantages of speeding before and after the
course.

•

After the course clients were asked whether the course would improve community safety, whether it would
make them speed less often, and whether it would make them a safer driver. They used a scale from 1 (not
at all) to 9 (extremely) so that higher scores indicate more positive beliefs about the outcomes of the
course. Their average (mean) scores, as shown in Figure 6, indicate they strongly agree that the course
has these benefits.
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Figure 6: Clients’ beliefs about the benefits of the course.

•

Clients were also asked how much they thought the course was boring, important, relevant, useful and
interesting. Again they used a scale from 1 (not at all) to 9 (extremely) so that higher scores indicate they
found the course more valuable. The average (mean) scores are shown in Figure 7 and indicate that the
course was very well received by clients.
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Figure 7: Clients’ beliefs about the value of the course.
Clients were asked what was most useful about the course. Their responses indicated that they most appreciated
two aspects of the course. They were surprised by statistics on how many people die and are injured on the roads
and why speeding, even by a small amount, can make such a big difference to whether people in a collision live or
die. They also enjoyed the group work and the opportunity to exchange opinions and experiences and the tips on
how to avoid speeding in the future.
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They were asked whether there were any topics they would like to see added to the course, and while many could
not think of anything, a few suggested more practical tips and case studies. When asked for suggestions about
making the course more useful, again many clients simply stated that the course is complete and very useful. A few
suggestions were made, for example more group work and more on what it would be like for a speeding driver in
prison. Some representative examples of clients’ comments are shown below.

Very useful training where we learnt the
influence of speeding to your car and
safety for every road user.

I would like more practical advice on how to
proceed in the case when other road users are
“pushing” and in the case of an accident.

Every driver should be informed of the
consequences more often to make
them responsible

Working in groups helps to complete each
other and listen to another opinion or
life/case story.

6. Conclusions and recommendations
This project has delivered a theory-led, evidence-based speed awareness course for Moldova. This is the first time
that NDORS, the body responsible for the UK speed awareness course, has granted permission for the course to
be used in another country. The support of the US Embassy in Moldova and the EU TRACECA Road Safety II
Programme has meant that the head of the NDORS course development unit, Dr Fiona Fylan, was able to work
with EASST and the Automobile Club of Moldova to develop the course and train people to deliver it. With the
support of the police and Automobile Club, Dr Fylan undertook research with Moldovan speeding drivers to identify
how the UK course should be adapted. Dr Fylan and EASST visited Moldova in April 2016 to make final changes to
the course and to train the trainers who would deliver the course to speeding motorists in Moldova. Sixteen trainers
took part in at least one of the training sessions. Once the training was complete, three pilot speed awareness
courses were delivered. Ten trainers took part in the pilot and all successfully demonstrated their competence to
deliver the course. The course evaluation provided evidence that it meets its objectives in changing the attitudes
that underlie speeding behaviour.
We make the following recommendations about making the Moldova speed awareness course sustainable and
about how future training events in other countries should be run:
1. At present, the licence penalty point system in Moldova means that points only remain on a driver’s licence
for six months (compared with three years in the UK). As such, there is not as strong incentive to attend a
course as in the UK. Now that there is evidence that the Moldovan course is effective, the possibility of
changing the law in Moldova should be explored. This would mean that drivers are more likely to
experience the benefits of the course, leading to the roads in Moldova being safer.
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2. A Speed Awareness working group should be set up, comprising the most capable trainers, to further
develop the course in Moldova. This will involve sourcing further video and photo material and developing
Moldovan-based examples of how reduced speed is supported by the community and makes the roads
safer.
3. When the course is finalised the translation should be re-visited to make sure the language used is
informal and engaging.
4. A larger pilot course should take place to test not only the course, but also the administrative systems
required to back it up. In discussion with the Moldovan Police IT Service it was suggested this should be
considered for Chisinau, linked to speed camera offending.
5. This larger pilot course should be based on two visits. The first visit should aim to refine the course and
training materials and procedures with the Speed Awareness working group. The second visit should
involve a training event and the pilot courses. This second visit should be attended by the course
developer and an expert UK speed awareness course instructor. The instructor will be able to help the
trainers understand how comments, questions and objections are best handled, and help trainers identify
effective responses to clients for their own course.
6. Assuming the Moldova speed awareness course is attended by increasing numbers of drivers in the future,
there will be a need for more trainers. A person specification should be developed that includes the trainer
skills listed in this report and all new trainers should be selected on the basis of the person specification.
To train these new trainers a small number of expert trainers – termed instructors – will be required.
Instructors are people who are experienced in delivering the course and have a thorough understanding of
the materials and the psychological principles of behaviour change they are based on. New trainers should
observe several courses before receiving the training to deliver the course themselves. They should then
be paired with a mentor, who can support them while they gain experience in delivering the course.
7.

As the number of trainers increases, there will be a need for a quality control system that involves
monitoring how the courses are delivered. This role could be undertaken by an instructor. A process should
be agreed by which any under-performing trainers receive retraining.

The Moldovan Police IT Service are fully in support of further development of Speed Awareness driver rectification
courses as part of enhanced and more effective speed enforcement in Moldova. They are interested in the benefits
it has to offer in promoting behavioural change among drivers and reducing road collisions, and also the impact
speed awareness courses can have on public attitudes to enforcement. It is hoped that this project can go on to the
next stage. This will required some legislative reforms on the side of the Moldovan Government, with additional
support from donors for assistance with systems, training and implementation.
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Appendix 1: Research survey
Please help us with research to understand why people don’t always drive within the speed limit. Simply answer
this short questionnaire and please be honest and thoughtful about your answers. We don’t ask for your name so
the questionnaire is completely anonymous and there is no way we can find out who took part in the survey. We
will use the results to help make the roads in our country safer.
Thank you very much for your help.
1. How easy or difficult do you think it is to know the speed limit?
Please tick one box for each type of road
Extremely easy
In areas where
there is a
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
20km/h limit
In the localities
where there is
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
a 50km/h limit
Outside the
localities where
there is a
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
90km/h limit, on
national roads

Extremely difficult
!6

!7

!8

!9

!6

!7

!8

!9

!6

!7

!8

!9

2. How easy or difficult will it be for you to avoid speeding in the next month?
Please tick one box for each type of road
Extremely easy
In areas where there
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6
is a 20km/h limit
In the localities
where there is a
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6
50km/h limit
Outside the localities
where there is a
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6
90km/h limit, on
national roads

Extremely difficult
!7

!8

!9

!7

!8

!9

!7

!8

!9

3. How often have you driven faster than the speed limit in the last month?
Please tick one box for each type of road
Extremely easy
In areas where there
is a 20km/h limit
In the localities
where there is a
50km/h limit
Outside the localities
where there is a
90km/h limit, on
national roads

Extremely difficult

!1

!2

!3

!4

!5

!6

!7

!8

!9

!1

!2

!3

!4

!5

!6

!7

!8

!9

!1

!2

!3

!4

!5

!6

!7

!8

!9

4. When you are not held up by traffic, what speed do you typically drive at in each of these areas?
In areas where there is a 20km/h limit

………….

In the localities where there is a 50km/h limit

………….

Outside the localities where there is a

………….
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90km/h limit, on national roads
5. What makes it more difficult for you to drive within the speed limit? Please tick all that apply
When the roads
are quiet !

When the speed limit isn’t
clearly signed !

When I’m driving in an
unfamiliar area !

When other vehicles are
speeding !

When I have pressure from
work !

When I’m in
a rush !

When I’m being tailgated
!

When passengers want me
to drive faster !

When it’s late at night !

When it’s early in the
morning !

When it’s hard to keep my
vehicle to a slow speed !

When the tachometer in my
vehicle is unreliable !

6. How wrong do you think it would be for you to drive faster than the speed limit in the next month?
Please tick one box for each type of road
Not at all wrong
Extremely wrong
In areas where there
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6
!7
!8
!9
is a 20km/h limit
In the localities
where there is a
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6
!7
!8
!9
50km/h limit
Outside the localities
where there is a
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6
!7
!8
!9
90km/h limit, on
national roads

7. Which of these do you think are POSITIVE things you might get out of speeding?
Please tick all that apply
No pressure from the car behind !

Better fuel economy !

Getting there faster !

Feeling superior to other drivers !

Impressing passengers !

Using the car to its full potential !

Not holding up other drivers !

Getting rid of aggression !

It feels exciting !

8. Which of these do you think are NEGATIVE things you might get out of speeding?
Please tick all that apply
More risk of having an accident !
More risk of injuring others in an
More risk of you getting injured in an
accident !
accident !
More risk of damage to vehicles in an
accident !

Risk of being caught by the police or
cameras !

Risk of losing your licence !

Disapproval from passengers !

Disapproval from other drivers !

Disapproval from the community !

Disapproval from my employer !

More difficult to detect hazards !

It feels less safe !

9. How long have you been driving since passing your test?
Up to 1 year !

1-2 years !

3-5 years !

6-10 years !

11-15 years
!

16-20 years
!

21+ years
!

10. On average, how many km do you drive each year? …………………
11. On a typical week, how many days a week do you make these types of journey?
Driving for work ………

Commuting ………

Taking children to school
or other activities ………
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A social or leisure trip ………

12. Which of these do you drive most often?
!
Passenger car

!
Motorcycle

!
Van

!
Truck

!
Taxi

!
Bus or minibus

13. Which of the following best describes you? (please tick one)
!
I don’t mean to speed. I
didn’t know the speed limit,
or I didn’t notice the speed I
was doing.

!
I’m not a real speeder. I’m a
safe driver and I only
usually drive a few km/h
over the limit.

!
I speed quite often, and I
take a few risks, but I’m
skilled and I’m not a highrisk driver.

!
I speed quite often and take a
lot of risks, and I enjoy the
risk. I get a thrill out of driving
fast.

14. What age group are you in?
17-21

22-25

26-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

71-80

81+

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

15. What is your gender?

Male !

Female !

16. What is your employment status? (please tick the box that best describes what you do)
!
I work full time

!
I work part time

!
I am seeking
work

!
I am a student

!
I look after the home

!
I am retired

17. How many penalty points do you currently have on your licence for speeding? …………..
18. How many times have you been fined for speeding in the past 3 years?
10-20km/h faster than the speed limit

20-40km/h faster than the speed limit

Over 40km/h faster than the speed limit

………

………

………

19. Have you ever had your licence removed because of receiving 15 points?
!
Never

!
Once

!
Twice

!
Three times

!
More than three times

20. How many accidents have you been involved in when driving in the past 3 years? …………..

Thank you for helping us with the research
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Appendix 2: Pre-course evaluation
questionnaire
Please help us with research to improve the Speed Awareness Course by answering this questionnaire about your
driving before you have attended the course. Please answer honestly. Thank you very much for your help.
1. How easy or difficult do you think it is to know the speed limit?
Extremely easy
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

!7

Extremely difficult
!8
!9

2. How easy or difficult will it be for you to avoid speeding in the next month?
Extremely easy
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6
!7

Extremely difficult
!8
!9

3. How often do you think you will speed in the next month?
Never
!1

!2

!3

!4

!5

!6

!7

4. How wrong do you think it would be for you to drive faster than the speed limit?
Not at all wrong
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6
!7

!8

All the time
!9

Extremely wrong
!8
!9

5. Which of these do you think are POSITIVE things you might get out of speeding? Please tick all that apply
Not feeling pressure from the car
Better fuel
Getting there
Not holding up other
behind !
economy !
faster !
drivers !

6. Which of these do you think are NEGATIVE things you might get out of speeding? Please tick all that
apply
More risk of damage to
More risk of injuring
More risk of having
More difficult to
Disapproval from
vehicles in an accident !
others in an accident !
an accident !
detect hazards !
other drivers !
More risk of you getting
injured in an accident !

Risk of being caught by
the police or cameras !

Risk of losing your
licence !

Feeling less
safe !

Disapproval from
the community !

7. What age group are you in?
17-21

22-25

26-30

31-40

41-50

51-60

61-70

71-80

81+

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

!

Male !

Female !

8. What is your gender?

Thank you for helping us with the research
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Appendix 3: Post-course evaluation
questionnaire
Please help us with research to improve the Speed Awareness Course by answering this questionnaire about the
course and your driving. Please answer honestly.
Thank you very much for your help.
1. What did you think of the course? Please tick one box for each word
Not at all
Interesting
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
Useful
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
Relevant
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
Important
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
Boring
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5

!6
!6
!6
!6
!6

!7
!7
!7
!7
!7

!8
!8
!8
!8
!8

2. Do you think the course will have any of these benefits? Please tick one box for each benefit
Not at all
It will help me be a
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6
!7
!8
safer driver
It will mean I
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6
!7
!8
speed less often
It will help improve
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6
!7
!8
community safety

Extremely
!9
!9
!9
!9
!9

Extremely
!9
!9
!9

3. What was most useful about the course?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...…
4. Were there any topics you would like to see added to the course?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...…
5. Do you have any suggestions of how to make the course more useful for people like you?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...…
Now that you have been on the course, we want to find out if your views have changed. Please answer
these questions about what you now think about speeding.
6. How easy or difficult do you think it is to know the speed limit?
Extremely easy
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6

!7

Extremely difficult
!8
!9

7. How easy or difficult will it be for you to avoid speeding in the next month?
Extremely easy
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6
!7

Extremely difficult
!8
!9
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8. How often do you think you will speed in the next month?
Never
!1

!2

!3

!4

!5

!6

!7

9. How wrong do you think it would be for you to drive faster than the speed limit?
Not at all wrong
!1
!2
!3
!4
!5
!6
!7

!8

All the time
!9

Extremely wrong
!8
!9

10. Which of these do you think are POSITIVE things you might get out of speeding? Please tick all that
apply
Not feeling pressure from the car
Better fuel
Getting there
Not holding up other
behind !
economy !
faster !
drivers !

11. Which of these do you think are NEGATIVE things you might get out of speeding? Please tick all that
apply
More risk of damage to
More risk of injuring
More risk of having
More difficult to
Disapproval from
vehicles in an accident !
others in an accident !
an accident !
detect hazards !
other drivers !
More risk of you getting
injured in an accident !

Risk of being caught by
the police or cameras !

Risk of losing your
licence !

Thank you for helping us with the research
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Feeling less
safe !

Disapproval from
the community !

Appendix 4: Agenda, 2014 Study Visit to the
UK on Speed Awareness
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Appendix 5: Agenda, 2015 Study Visit to the
UK on Speed Awareness
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